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Introduction
Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infection and acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS) is a major health threat with approximately 1.8 million new HIV infections and 1 million AIDS-related deaths worldwide in 2016 (UNAIDS) (Fact sheet-Latest statistics on the status of the AIDS epidemic, 2017). Targeting public health interventions for the prevention of new infections in subpopulations at risk is therefore crucial to curb the epidemic. In this context, age mixing and its impact on HIV transmission was studied in different settings in the past. For example, in sub-Saharan Africa, the region that carries the highest burden of the HIV epidemic, there is evidence that older men infecting younger women drive the HIV epidemic (Ott et al., 2011; Oliveira et al., 2017; Schaefer et al., 2017) . Many public health interventions therefore target young women, e.g., by teaching them cautiousness around so-called 'sugar daddies', i.e., older men. In the USA, African Americans carry a disproportionate burden of the HIV epidemic, in particular young men who have sex with men (MSM). Age patterns, in particular differences between black and white MSM, were analyzed by Grey et al. (2015) . Black MSM exhibited a slightly more disassortative age mixing compared with white MSM, but this difference was too weak to explain the higher HIV prevalence of black MSM in their model. Doherty, Schoenbach, and Adimora (2009) investigated sexual mixing of heterosexual African Americans and found an overall strong assortativity with respect to illicit drug use and assortative mixing with respect to education and incarceration primarily for males. In Hurt et al. (2010) , the age differences of the three most recent sexual partners of young MSM in the USA were used to quantify how the odds of acquiring HIV increase with the age of the sexual partners. In addition, a modeling study by Wilson (2009) showed that for Australian MSM, despite the increasing mean age of HIV-infected MSM, the epidemic is likely to be sustained due to frequent age-disparate mixing. Another Australian study, by Chow et al. (2016) , shows that sexual mixing is assortative with respect to age and condom use in MSM and heterosexual relationships.
Most of the above-mentioned studies were based on questionnaires about the age of sexual partners of the study participants. Such studies heavily rely on correct reporting by the study participants, but also on the ability of estimating the age of the sexual partners correctly. Phylogenetic analysis of HIV sequences can overcome these potential biases introduced by incorrect reports. The underlying assumption of analyses of phylogenetic trees is that two patients whose HIV sequences are clustered in a tree share a social network or even form an HIV transmission pair. Calculating the mean of the absolute age differences in birth years of patients clustered in the tree gives hence information about the age differences at infection in the HIV transmission network. This method is, however, sensitive to the choice of certain parameters. Several drawbacks of phylogenetic cluster methods, such as the potential bias introduced by the time since infection, were pointed out in a simulation study by Le Vu et al. (2018) . Novitsky et al. (2014) studied the impact of sample density on the proportion of HIV sequences in phylogenetic clusters. The performance of different phylogenetic methods in challenging, i.e., poorly sampled, settings was analyzed by Ratmann et al. (2017) based on simulated HIV-1 epidemics with a focus on recent transmission dynamics. Phylogenetic analyses of demographic and social patterns depend on the sample proportion of the whole population of people living with HIV (PLWH), on distance thresholds used for inclusion of clusters and of course the scientific question of interest itself. It is expected that any significant pattern detected in HIV transmission networks, e.g., clustering of patients of similar age or same ethnicity, will be underestimated if only few patients are sampled. With a small sample proportion, the phylogeny might not reflect the HIV transmission network well and the chances of obtaining HIV transmission pairs in the phylogeny are small. Inclusion of a large number of pairs, which form a pair in the phylogenetic tree only because the intermediate links of the transmission chain are not sampled, will therefore underestimate how strong patterns are pronounced in the HIV transmission network (see Fig. 1 for the underlying idea).
In our study, we use the Swiss HIV Cohort Study (SHCS) resistance database to analyze the age difference in pairs of patients in the HIV transmission network. In particular, we study the age difference at infection for the three most frequent transmission groups of HIV, namely in MSM, heterosexuals (HET), and intravenous drug users (IDU). Moreover, we use this dataset as an example to better understand the impact of sample proportion and distance thresholds on the age difference of pairs, measured by the difference in birth years, in the phylogenetic tree.
Methods

Swiss HIV Cohort Study
The SHCS is a prospective multicenter study including PLWH at the age of sixteen year or older in Switzerland and was launched in 1988. It is estimated that the SHCS covers at least 45 per cent of all PLWH and 69 per cent of all AIDS patients in Switzerland (Schoeni-Affolter et al. 2010) . Baseline demographic information, such as birth year, gender, most likely route of HIV infection and ethnicity, is collected at study entry. Clinical and laboratory information, such as CD4 cell counts and HIV viral load, is collected in two to four follow-up visits per year. The genotypic-resistance-test database of the SHCS contains HIV-1 pol-sequences of 11,922 patients, which is 60 per cent of all patients enrolled up to 2016. Considering only patients enrolled between 1996 and 2016, the database contains at least one sequence for 77 per cent of the patients, due to considerable retrospective sequencing based on the bio bank. Combining the sample proportion of the SHCS of at least 45 per cent of the whole Swiss epidemic and the 60 per cent of SHCS patients with at least one sequence in the database, we can deduce that the sequences available in the SHCS cover at least 27 per cent of the whole Swiss HIV epidemic, again with considerably higher coverage for recent years. The SHCS further contains sequences for an estimated 69 per cent of MSM diagnosed between 1996 and 2009 in Switzerland (Drescher et al. 2014) , and a recent study by Shilaih et al. (2016) showed a good coverage of hard-to-reach subpopulations suggesting no systematic exclusion of marginalized populations neither from the cohort nor from the sequence database.
The phylogenetic tree
For the construction of the maximum-likelihood phylogenetic tree, we included HIV-1 pol-sequences stored in the SHCS database. Sequencing was routinely performed for the pol region from the nucleotide positions 2,253-3,870 in the HIV genome. Only sequences with a minimal length of 250 nucleotides in the protease and a minimal length of 500 nucleotides in the reverse transcriptase were included into our analysis. If more than one sequence per patient was available, the earliest sequence was considered. In a first step, the sequences were aligned to the reference genome HXB2 (accession number: K03455.1). In addition, the SHCS sequences were compared with approximately 240,000 sequences from the Los Alamos database by using Basic Local Alignment Search tool (BLAST) (https://blast.ncbi. nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi). Los Alamos sequences with at least 90 per cent identity to an SHCS sequence, called hits, were included, but at most the 10 closest hits per SHCS sequence. These criteria led to the inclusion of 11,922 SHCS sequences and 11,390 Los Alamos sequences. The median coverage of the protease was 297 nucleotides and of the reverse transcriptase 1,005 nucleotides. The phylogenetic tree including the SHCS sequences and the Los Alamos hits was built with FastTree (Price, Dehal, and Arkin 2009) , by using the generalized time-reversible model of nucleotide evolution and the CAT approximation for rate variation across sites. This approach of building a tree was For the right tree, four tips are randomly sampled from the middle tree (the red tips). The right tree has two pairs (in blue). For each tree, the mean age difference of the pairs is calculated: 1.2 years for the left tree, 2 years for the middle tree and 3 years for the right tree.
already verified and used in other SHCS projects (Bachmann et al. 2017; Turk et al. 2017 ).
Sampling from the tree
We used the phylogenetic tree containing sequences of the SHCS with included Los Alamos hits and constructed new trees by keeping only a certain percentage of the tips of the original tree and dropping the other tips. We call the resulting trees pruned trees, i.e., the trees after dropping tips as well as the corresponding edges that connected these tips to the rest of the tree. These pruned trees keep the topology of the original tree, with the desired tips removed, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . The pruning procedure was performed by using the drop.tip function in the R-package Analyses of Phylogenetics and Evolution (ape) (Paradis, Claude, and Strimmer 2004) . In total, we generated repeatedly 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 per cent of the tips and steps of 5 thereafter, i.e. 10, 15, . . . , 95 per cent, to generate pruned trees. For each fixed sample percentage, 500 pruned trees were sampled, resulting in 23Â 500 ¼ 11,500 pruned trees, plus the original tree. For each tree, all clusters of size 2 (pairs) with both patients being SHCS patients were extracted and saved together with the corresponding cophenetic distance. For each sub-analysis, pairs with a cophenetic distance below the threshold of interest were used. The birth year, sex, and most likely route of HIV transmission (referred to as transmission group) of the patients were mapped on the tips of the tree. In addition, pairs were grouped by transmission, namely pairs with both patients being MSM (MSM-pairs), both patients being IDU (IDU-pairs), both patients being HET (HET-pairs) and pairs with one patient being HET and one patient being IDU (HET/IDU-pairs).
Cophenetic distance
The cophenetic distance between two tips from a phylogenetic tree is the sum of the branch lengths connecting the two tips (Sokal and Rohlf 1962) . Different thresholds ranging from 0.01 to 0.05 of this distance were considered for transmission pairs. Pairs that exceeded the distance threshold were not included in the respective analysis.
Calculating the mean age difference
We used the absolute age difference measured as the age difference of the birth years of the patients in all cases. For each fixed sample proportion and each fixed distance threshold, the mean of the absolute age differences of the pairs of interest, i.e., either all or transmission group specific, was calculated separately for each of the 500 corresponding pruned trees and then averaged. We used the age difference by birth year, since this measure stays constant over time and is independent of sample date or age at infection of the patients. 
Analysis of the age difference at infection
To assess whether HIV transmission is more likely in pairs of similar age, we used random pairs as a comparison. For that, we randomly assigned pairs of patients and computed the resulting mean age difference of all pairs. This process was repeated one hundred times and the mean of the resulting mean age differences was used as the reference value. In addition, we wanted to assess by how much the age difference of pairs was overestimated when varying the distance threshold and the sample density, denoted by 'assortativity lost'. For that, we used the minimum age difference (min) and the maximum age difference (max) obtained by varying the distance threshold and sample percentage. In particular, we compare 'min' and 'max' with the mean age difference obtained by random pairing (random).
The assortativity lost is then defined as: 1À (randomÀmax)/(randomÀmin).
Results
Study population
Sequences of 11,922 SHCS patients were included in the phylogenetic tree. Of them, 8,554 (71.75 per cent) were males and 3,368 (28.25 per cent) were females. Moreover, 4,738 (39.74 per cent) of the patients were MSM, 4,246 (35.61 per cent) HET and 2,430 (20.38 per cent) IDU. The whole tree with all 11,922 patients contained 2,991 potential SHCS transmission pairs, i.e., clusters of size 2 with both tips belonging to SHCS patients. Of these, 954 (31.9 per cent) were MSM-pairs, 635 (21.23 per cent) HET-pairs, 414 (13.84 per cent) IDU-pairs, and 352 (11.77 per cent) HET/IDU-pairs. In addition, there were 310 (10.4 per cent) pairs with one patient being MSM and one patient being HET, 105 (3.5 per cent) pairs with one patient being MSM and the other patient being IDU and 221 (7.4 per cent) with at least one patient not belonging to one of the three main transmission groups MSM, HET, or IDU. For further analyses, we either looked at all pairs together or concentrated on the four epidemiologically most relevant categories of pairs, namely MSM-, HET-, IDU-, and HET/IDU-pairs.
Age structure and age difference at infection
The median birth year of all included patients was 1965 with a standard deviation of 11.3 years. MSM had the median birth year 1965 (SD ¼12.2 years), HET the year 1966 (SD¼11.9 years), and IDU the year 1963 (SD¼6.4 years) (see Fig. 2A ). Without including a distance threshold, the mean age difference between all pairs was 9.1 years with a median of 7 years. IDU-pairs had the smallest age difference with a mean of 5.6 years (median¼4 years), followed by HET/IDU-pairs with a mean of 7.2 years (median¼5 years), MSMpairs with a mean of 9.3 years (median¼7 years), and HET-pairs with a mean of 9.6 years (median¼7 years), visualized in Fig. 2B . The age difference observed in pairs in the tree was indeed significantly smaller compared with the average age difference of two patients on the tree, namely 9.1 years compared with 12.2 years (P < 0.001). Random reassignment of MSM-pairs led to a mean age difference of 13.2 years (13.1 years for HET-pairs, 7.1 years for IDU-pairs and 10.4 years for HET/IDU-pairs). For each considered category, the mean age difference was significantly smaller (P < 0.001) compared with randomly assigned pairs, indicating that HIV transmission occurs between people of similar age, for each transmission group. In Fig. 2C , we showed the number of pairs for each combination of birth years (grouped by 5 years) and in Fig. 2D we normalized the number of pairs for each combination of birth years by the number of patients born in these categories. With Fig. 2D , we could also visualize that the age difference in pairs in the phylogenetic tree is smaller compared with random pairs, i.e., the diagonal is darker than the off-diagonal.
Impact of distance criterion
The impact of the distance criterion on the mean age difference of the pairs was analyzed by only including pairs with a distance smaller than a given threshold, which varied from 0.01 to 0.05 (see Fig. 3 ). We observed a strong effect for HETpairs, where the mean age difference ranged from 8.3 to 9 years. This presented a significant increase (P < 0.001) in age difference with a regression slope of 0.013 years per 0.01 increase of distance criterion. Similarly, the mean age difference for HET/IDUpairs ranged from 6.1 to 7.4 years with a slope of 0.019 years per 0.01 increase of distance criterion (P < 0.001). For MSM-pairs, the mean age difference ranged from 8.7 to 9.2 with a significant (P < 0.001) slope of 0.011 years per 0.01 increase of distance criterion. For IDU-pairs, no significant correlation between the mean age difference and the distance criterion was observed (see Fig. 3 ).
Impact of sampling
The impact of sampling on the mean age difference of the pairs was analyzed by generating 500 pruned trees for various sample percentages between 1 and 100 per cent, and a liberal distance threshold of 0.05. Strong effects of the sample proportion were observed for HET-pairs with the mean age difference increasing from 9 to 10.3 years (P < 0.001), for MSM-pairs with an increase from 9.2 to 10.1 years (P < 0.001) and for IDU-pairs with an increase from 5.6 to 6.1 years (P < 0.001) (Fig. 4) .
For HET/IDU-pairs, the mean age difference increased significantly (P < 0.001) from 7.3 to 7.9 years. The total difference in the mean age difference was rather small, e.g., 9.2 compared with 10.1 years for MSM-pairs. A relative comparison to the randomly expected mean age difference revealed, however, a noteworthy underestimation of the clustering of patient with similar age for too low sample proportions. In Table 1 , we compared the mean age difference between two patients in the tree with the mean age difference obtained from pairs in the trees. We showed that the clustering of patient with similar age was underestimated by up to 45 per cent: for the full tree with a distance threshold of 0.01, we found that HET/IDU-pairs are 4.3 years younger compared with randomly assigned HET/ IDU-pairs, but for the distance threshold of 0.05 in the 4 per cent pruned tree only 2.4 years younger.
Moreover, in Fig. 5 , we show the impact of sampling given for varying distance thresholds. We see a trend that sampling has more impact, i.e., a larger difference in age, for more liberal distance thresholds. 
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A closer look at HET-pairs
In the above analysis, we treated HET-pairs in the same way as MSM-and IDU-pairs in the sense that we considered two patients in the pair, regardless of their gender, to be interchangeable. While MSM-pairs are by definition pairs with both patients being male, all combinations of gender, i.e., malemale, male-female, and female-female, were considered in the analysis of IDU-and HET-pairs. In contrast to HET-pairs, all combinations of gender are plausible in IDU-pairs due to needle sharing. In the fully sampled tree without including a distance criterion, 414 (65.1 per cent) of the HET-pairs were male-female, but 140 (22 per cent) were female-female and 81 (12.8 per cent) were male-male pairs. In the male-female HET-pairs, the median birth year of male patients was 1963, 5 years earlier than the median birth year of female patients that was 1968. In 277 (66.9 per cent) of the male-female HET-pairs the male patient was older, in 116 (28.0 per cent) pairs the female patient was older and in 21 (5.1 per cent) pairs the two patients had the same birth year. While male-male HET-pairs could still be true transmission pairs due to incorrect report of sexual preference, sexual transmission of HIV between two female persons is very rare. Therefore, a large amount of female-female HET-pairs are most likely not real transmission pairs. The impact of the distance threshold and the sample density on the percentage of female-female HET-pairs is shown in Fig. 6 . As expected, the percentage of female-female HET-pairs decreases with higher sample proportion and with stricter distance criterion.
Discussion
Phylogenetic analysis of HIV transmission is an efficient tool for obtaining a better understanding of the dynamics of the epidemic, but it needs to be executed with caution. In this study, we aimed to highlight the influence of the sample proportion of PLWH and distance threshold for genetically linked pairs on the mean age difference of pairs defined by the birth years of the patients in the pairs. Similar effects are, however, expected when extracting other traits by the same method, as could, for example, be done for the assortativity by ethnicity, the bodymass index or behavioral aspects such as smoking. All these scientific questions addressed by phylogenetic methods face the same underlying problem: the lower the sample proportion, the lower the probability of obtaining real transmission pairs or at least two patients who share indeed a social network. We use the SHCS resistance database, which is densely sampled with at least 27 per cent of sequences of the whole Swiss epidemic and even better coverage for recent years, to point out problems associated with phylogenetic analyses of demographic traits within HIV transmission networks. Exemplary, we use the mean age difference of pairs to demonstrate changes in the observed age difference at infection obtained by varying sample proportion and distance threshold of including pairs in the analysis. In all transmission groups considered, i.e., MSM-, HET-, IDU-, and HET/IDU-pairs, we find that the age difference in pairs in the tree is slightly, but significantly, smaller compared with randomly assigned pairs. The mean age difference in MSM-pairs is around 9 years, which might be unexpectedly high, but is not implausible as studies by Hurt et al. (2010) and Morris, Zavisca, and Dean (1995) on young MSM in the USA identified young men who have sex with older men as the drivers of the epidemic. In particular, partners of young, primary HIV-infected MSM were on average 6 years older than partners of uninfected MSM of the same age class. One simple explanation of the high age difference in pairs of PLWH is certainly that the whole population of PLWH is ageing. Because of that, the odds of acquiring HIV when having an older partner is higher compared with having a younger partner (Morris, Zavisca, and Dean 1995; Hurt et al. 2010 ). On the other hand, some HIV transmissions might occur due to prostitution of young MSM with the client being much older, or the young MSM coming from a high prevalence country. We want to emphasize that the age difference calculated in this project reflects the age difference in MSM-pairs where an HIV transmission event happened, but does not necessarily reflect the sexual contact network in general. Moreover, it should be noted that we only consider the age difference of patients in pairs. Although it might be potentially relevant, we do not distinguish different absolute ages leading to the same age difference, e.g., we do not distinguish between pairs with ages 18 and 25 years or 38 and 45 at infection (both correspond to an age difference 7 years). The main hurdle for distinguishing between different absolute ages leading to the same age difference is that the exact date of infection is unknown for most transmission events. The same holds for the large age difference of more than 9 years observed for HET-pairs: not the age difference of heterosexual pairs in Switzerland is reflected, but the absolute age difference in pairs for which an HIV transmission event happened, with the most likely route being heterosexual contacts. Cases of HET-pairs with a large age difference might be pairs of patients with mixed ethnicity, as shown by Marzel et al. (2017) . In their study, among thirty-three validated transmission pairs, twelve pairs were of mixed ethnicity with a large median age difference of 17.5 years. In addition, the mean age difference might still be an overestimation: we show that the mean age difference of pairs clearly increases when using a smaller sample proportion and as a result would most likely observe a decrease when performing the analysis with an even higher sample proportion than provided by the SHCS.
This raises a problem concerning phylogenetic studies performed on sparsely sampled populations, as, for example, by Oliveira et al. (2017) . In this study, the authors wanted to highlight the 'sugar daddy'-phenomenon for KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa, by understanding the age structure of transmission pairs using phylogenetic analysis. Their study area, a part of the uMgungundlovu district of KwaZulu-Natal, has about 445,000 inhabitants, of which around 40 per cent are infected with HIV. Using a genetic distance threshold of 4.5 per cent, they identified 90 phylogenetic clusters in a tree of 1,589 sequences, all sampled of individuals not virally suppressed at the time the study was undertaken. They found high age differences within these clusters. Our study showcases that their low sample proportion may (at least partially) explain these high age differences. Of course, there are many other studies that do not use phylogenetic methods, which report that high age differences in Sub-Saharan Africa, i.e., young women and older men, drive the HIV epidemics (Schaefer et al. 2017) . Also, even with only 1 per cent sample density of the SHCS sequences-the lowest sample percentage we analyzed-and a liberal distance threshold, we still observed a lower age difference in the pairs in the trees compared with the average age difference of patients in the tree. However, the magnitude of the age difference reported by Oliveira et al. (2017) might be overestimated due to the low sampling density and a liberal genetic distance threshold. Kiwuwa-Muyingo et al. (2017) found a high withinhousehold and within-community HIV transmission in five fishing communities with approximately 15,000 inhabitants at Lake Victoria, Uganda, by using 238 sequences. To compensate for this low sample proportion, an extensive sensitivity analysis was performed by using genetic distance thresholds ranging from 0.5 to 5 per cent. Moreover, they used not only HIV-1 polsequences but also env-sequences for their analysis. An important question to investigate is therefore, whether a conservative distance criterion for including pairs or clusters in phylogenetic analyses can compensate for sparse sampling. For that, it is important to mention that we usually do not see a random sample of the population of interest, but a biased sample for several reasons: some transmission groups are more likely to be sampled earlier in their HIV infection, as is, for example, the case for MSM in Switzerland. This leads to a problem when choosing a distance threshold, as transmission pairs that are sequenced during the first few months of the HIV infection have a much smaller distance compared with pairs sampled many years after infection. With a too conservative distance threshold, recent transmission pairs are preferentially selected, introducing another bias into the phylogenetic analysis, as, for example, shown by Marzel et al. (2016) . Another bias concerning the distance threshold could be introduced by different in-host evolution, as, for example, due to HIV infection by multiple founder viruses, HIV super infection or simply different host-or viralgenetic factors. These factors are hardly studied with regard to their impact on phylogenies, making it difficult to deduce the ideal distance criterion. For low sample proportions, there may not even be an ideal distance criterion; the mean age difference of pairs in the transmission tree is overestimated for all criteria at low sample proportions (Fig. 5) .
To conclude, a good way of dealing with the problem of a sparsely sampled HIV population is certainly to perform extensive sensitivity analysis on the distance criterion, but also resampling the available sequences and understanding the impact of sample density on the specific scientific question. Moreover, combining phylogenetic analysis of different regions of the genome, as done for env and pol by Kiwuwa-Muyingo et al. (2017) could be a promising method, which needs, however, further investigation. It is important to realize, depending on the scientific question of interest, whether working with true transmission pairs is crucial or transmission pairs reflecting the underlying social network suffice to understand the underlying dynamics. Our results show that pairs defined by a conservative distance threshold are more robust to sparse sampling of sequences from a patient population. This suggests that if the sampling proportion is low and if it is important that phylogenetic pairs reflect true pairs (as might be the case for quantifying the prevalence of transmission in pairs with large age differences), the pitfalls induced by the low sample proportion can be alleviated by choosing a strict distance threshold. In addition, measures to estimate the magnitude of the pairs that are most likely no real transmission pairs could help to determine suitable parameters for the phylogenetic analysis. One example for such a measure is the percentage of pairs with both patients being female heterosexual (see Fig. 6 ). Of course, female-female HET-pairs could still be true transmission pairs due to wrong classification of transmission group, i.e., they could have shared needles, or reflect rare events of sexual female-to-female HIV transmission (Chan et al. 2014) . Nevertheless, in the case of a high number of female-female HET-pairs, further investigation on the chosen parameters should be considered. Finally, combining phylogenetic analysis with other clinical and demographic properties, such as, for example, done by Marzel et al. (2017) by looking at shared visits in the clinic for detecting true transmission pairs, could increase the credibility of phylogenetic studies.
Summary
The representativeness of the SHCS resistance database, which covers at least 27 per cent of the whole Swiss HIV epidemic, allowed us to analyze the impact of the sample proportion and the distance threshold on the age difference of observed pairs in the phylogenetic tree. Both factors proved to influence the mean age difference of HIV transmission pairs, which was measured by the absolute difference in birth years. The age difference decreased almost monotonically both with a stricter, i.e., smaller, distance threshold, and a higher sample proportion. Especially for low sample proportions, deriving the age difference of pairs in the phylogenetic tree, or similar quantitative measures, can be misleading and requires extensive sensitivity analysis (see Fig. 5 ).
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All clinical, demographical, and genetic data were obtained as part of the Swiss HIV Cohort Study (SHCS). Due to privacy reasons, the sensitivities associated with HIV infections, and the representativeness of the dataset, a deposition of the sequence data in an open database is not possible (our data would in principle allow the reconstruction of transmission events and could thereby endanger the patients' privacy. This is especially problematic because HIV-1 sequences have been frequently used in court cases). From a scientific point of view, the consequences of an open and uncontrolled access to such densely sampled sequences could jeopardize the future publication (and thus the investigation) of similarly complete data-sets and thereby be contra-productive even from an 'open-data' perspective. However, data can be made available for checking the results on a confidential basis and a sub-sample of 10 per cent sequences from the SHCS has been uploaded to Genbank in the context of a previous publications. Moreover, all data in the SHCS can be used for well-defined projects that are in accordance with the guidelines of the SHCS, if a corresponding project proposal is approved by the SHCS scientific board.
